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Applications = Code + Markup: A Guide to the Microsoft  Windows  Presentation FoundationMicrosoft Press, 2006
In this book, Windows programming legend Charles Petzold covers in parallel the two interfaces that make up the Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF). From the outset, the reader can shift focus seamlessly between Extensible Application Markup Language (XAML) and C# to see them as flip sides of the same processes. Beginning in the first chapter,...
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Open Sources 2O'Reilly, 2005
Open Sources 2.0 is a collection of insightful and thought-provoking essays from today's technology leaders that continues painting the evolutionary picture that developed in the 1999 book Open Sources: Voices from the Revolution .  
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The Future of the MBA: Designing the Thinker of the FutureOxford University Press, 2008

	The MBA is probably the hottest ticket among the current university graduate degree offerings--every year, more than 120,000 students enroll in MBA programs in the United States, and the estimates in Europe do not lag far behind. In addition, job prospects have never looked better for business school graduates; corporations are hiring more...
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The Visual Language of Technique: Volume 1 - History and EpistemologySpringer, 2015

	The book is inspired by the first seminar in a cycle connected to the celebrations of the 150th anniversary of the Politecnico di Milano. "Dealing with the Image Ivory Towers and Virtual Bridges" was the motto of this meeting, aiming to stimulate a discussion among engineers, designers and architects, all of whom are...
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Proofs of a Conspiracy Against All the Religions and Governments of EuropeKessinger Publishing, 2003
1798. This old book presents the proofs of a conspiracy against all the religions and governments of Europe carried on in the secret meetings of Freemasons, Illuminati and Reading Societies, collected from good authorities by John Robison, Professor of natural philosophy and Secretary to the Royal Society of Edinburgh, to which is added a...
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Self-Constitution: Agency, Identity, and IntegrityOxford University Press, 2009
Christine M. Korsgaard presents an account of the foundation of practical reason and moral obligation. Moral philosophy aspires to understand the fact that human actions, unlike the actions of the other animals, can be morally good or bad, right or wrong. Few moral philosophers, however, have exploited the idea that actions might be morally good or...
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The Liberal Project and Human Rights: The Theory and Practice of a New World OrderCambridge University Press, 2008
"Liberalism, assailed from all sides in the great political and legal debates of our time, is defended staunchly and deftly in this expansive and sensitive book. Charvet and Kaczynska-Nay combine their talents as political theorist and international lawyer, respectively, to produce a meticulous account of a human rights order embedded in the...
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The Development of Ethics, Volume 3: From Kant to RawlsOxford University Press, 2009
This book is a selective historical and critical study of moral philosophy in the Socratic tradition, with special attention to Aristotelian naturalism. It discusses the main topics of moral philosophy as they have developed historically,  including: the human good, human nature, justice, friendship, and morality; the methods of moral inquiry;...
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Think and Grow RichBallantine Books, 1987
...During our ten-year association, I learned the missing  number to my combination for worldwide successful achievement. The  Master Mind Principle: two or more persons working together in  complete harmony toward a mutual goal or goals...Napoleon Hill's  philosophy teaches you what you were never taught. Specifically: How  to Recognize, Relate,...
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Claiming Your Place at the Fire : Living the Second Half of Your Life on PurposeBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2004
More than 10,000 people turn 50 every day in the U.S. This purposeful text presents a new paradigm of successful aging for men and women entering into and moving through the second half of their lives.

Claiming Your Place at the Fire presents a new paradigm of successful aging for men and women entering into and moving through...
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Psychological Types (Collected Works of C.G. Jung Vol.6)Princeton Press, 1976
One of the most important of Jung's longer works, and probably the most famous of his books, Psychological Types appeared in German in 1921 after a "fallow period" of eight years during which Jung had published little. He called it "the fruit of nearly twenty years' work in the domain of practical psychology," and in...
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C++: The Complete Reference, 4th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
If there is one language that defines modern programming, it is C++. Its syntax, style, and philosophy have set the standard by which all other languages are judged. Furthermore, C++ is the universal language of programming. When an algorithm or technique is described, it is usually done so using the C++ syntax. The long-term success of C++ has...
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